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ABSTRACT
In the light of Ariel-VI and HEAO-3 ultra heavy
cosmic ray experiment results, the importance
of Lead and Uranium group abundances in cosmic
rays is discussed in understanding their evolu-
tion and propagation. The electronic detectors
can provide good charge resolution but poor data
statistics. The plastic detectors can provide
somewhat better statistics but charge resolution
deteriorates. The extraterrestrial crystals can
provide good statistics but with poor charge
resolution. Recent studies of extraterrestrial
crystals regarding their calibration to accele-
rated Uranium ion beam and track etch kinetics
are discussed in this paper and it is hoped
that a charge resolution of two chacge units
can be achieved provided an additional parameter
is taken into account. The prospects to study
abundances of Lead group, Uranium group and
superheavy element in extraterrestrial crystals
are discussed, and usefulness of these studies
in the light of studies with electronic and
plastic detectors is assessed.
i t Introduction. The high energy resolution UH experiments
Ariel-VI and HEAO-3 have given the following important
conclusions [1,2]= (a) There is no strong evidence for
r-process dominance in the cosmic ray source in the charge
region Z < 60. In this charge region the cosmic ray source
composition looks like that of the solar system with a
first ionization potential bais or possible some s-process
enhancement. (b) The lead group abundance data appear to
show r-process dominance in this charge region (Peak at
platinum), and (c) The abundances of actinides is much
lower than measured in earlier experiments [3,4,5].
The HEAO-3 results of actinide abundances are quite
consistent with a source with solar system like composition
[l]. However, with the precision of the results based on
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one possible actinide event (or three if HEAO-3 and Ariel-
VI data is combined) one can not exclude substantial
i_-p_cess enrichment or deficiency in cosmic ray source,
Thus one needs an experiment with larger exposure factor
to study actinide abundances, Further, the study of
actinide abundances is important as it gives clear indica-
tion of r-process contribution. The s-process terminates
at Bismuth (z = 83). The main problem in the study of
actinide abundance is their very low flux. Following table
gives the measured event rate of actinides and superheavy
elements for a detector with exposure factor like HEAO-3,
Table 1 : Event Rate in a 5m2 sr Detector
|,, H, i i , ,
Actinide group Superheavy
........ elements
From HEAO-3 data 2/ year -
From extraterres+rial
crystal data* 2/ year 10-3/ year*_
e These rates are calculated with atleast i_ probability
that tracks are completely inside the volume of the
crystal revealed successfully, This also takes care of
fragmentation of actinides in crystals.
ee This is on the basis if observed 3 very long tracks are
due to superheavy elements.
,, ii i i I
It is clear from the above table that one needs a
detector with much larger exposure factor than combined
HEAO-3 and Ariel-VI detectors to study actinide abundances.
Further study of superheavy elements seems to be out of
experimental reach at least at present. However, the abun-
dances of actinides and superheavy elements can be studied
In extraterrestrial crystals due to their very long exposure
¢Ime provided their charge resolution is improved, Now we
shall describe recent studies regarding track identifica-
tion in crystals and assess the usefulness of studying UH
cosmic ray abundances in extraterrestrial crystals.
2_ Results and Discussion. In the recent past, olivine
crystal has been exposed to accelerated Uranium beam and
the track etch response has been studied[6]. In the
further development, track etch kinetics in crystals has
been described and the effect of etching time on track etch
response and on volume etched track length (VETL) (track
identifying parameter) is studied[7]. The VETL variation
with etching time is shown in Fig. I, for Uranium as well
as superheavy element tracks.
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Above study shows
that a charge resolu-
tion of two charge unit
can be achieved in
crystals. However, the ,_oo ___,Ac_lo ×2,'exposure of extraterre-
strial crystals in
adverse environment
(not known exactly) ....! !
will further deterlo- _ ....... ,.Ac_
rate charge resolution _[5]. Thus one can _ IX'
/
expect a charge resolu- _ Boo
tion 3-4 chargeunits.
Let us check the feasi-
bility of extracting .o0
useful information !
regarding UH cosmic ray ,o_,.u._o.,_
abundances from studies ' _; _°_
in extraterrestrial ,o 8o _o 8o =o
crystals with such ETCHINGTIME(hrs)
charge resolution.
Fig.1 The VETL variation with etching
time for Uranium as well as
superheavy element tracks.
If we look at the abundances of UH nuclei in cosmic
rays there are natural gaps between Lead and Uranium
groups and between Uranium group and Superheavy elements.
The elements in the charge region 84 < Z < 89 have half
lives that are tvpically less than a day and hence should
be absent in the cosmic rays. Similarly in actinide group
only Thorium, Uranium, Plutonium and Curium nuclei have
half lines sufficiently large to allow them to survive in
cosmic rays. The superheavy nuclei stability island[8]
most probably starts at Z > II0. Thus it is quite
feasible to extract useful informations about abundances
of Lead group, Uranium group and Superheavy elements in
cosmic rays from UH track studies in extraterrestrial
crystals.
Further UH studies in extraterrestrial crystals will
provide actinide abundances averaged over millions of years
and hence can pin-point any substantial change in actinide
abundances over this period. This can indicate continuous
r-process in cosmic ray source or solar system like compo-
sition of cosmic ray source where r-process is stopped for
the last few billions of years.
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